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Pineapple and ham a
perfect combination,
any way you slice it
Those who view Hawaiian pizza as a food felony
need to loosen up and embrace culinary diversity

I

Patipran Jankaew (left) and Junapark Gunpo, in character as Lamsong and Hoy Salah, trying the food at Panda King in Bangkok. Photos: Tibor Krausz

An odd pairing,
but quite delicious
Thailand’s new social media stars are celebrating the country’s cuisine in all its glory
Tibor Krausz
life@scmp.com

The chances are that videos from
a pair of deadpan food reviewers
from Thailand have popped up on
your social media recently. The
quirky series, whose Thai title
translates as Let’s Taste, Mr Hoy,
celebrates Bangkok food in all its
spicy, sticky and steamy glory.
Lamsong and Hoy Salah are a
bit like the Dumb and Dumber of
Bangkok food reviewers. They’re
the eccentric stars of the short, fun
videos featuring highlights of the
Thai capital’s rich food scene,
from a kerbside noodle soup shop
in the city’s Chinatown, to a
high-end Italian steakhouse
downtown.
Lamsong is tall and gangly,
with unruly locks and a wispy
goatee. Hoy Salah is short and
slight, with an Afro and a bushy
beard. Lamsong speaks in a
sombre monotone and is concise,
while Hoy Salah never says a
word.
In their hilarious culinary
adventures around Bangkok, the
two Thai men remain inscrutably
poker-faced.
But now and again Hoy Salah
does show some emotion. Whenever his taste buds tingle from
dishes such as pad thai or
steamed crab roe with milk, he
slaps the table and throws his
head back, eyes closed in ecstasy.
When delivering his own verdict, Lamsong produces a thumbs
up and an accented: “Very good!”
Produced for Wongnai.com, a
Thai lifestyle platform featuring
user-generated reviews of restaurants, spas and hotels, the quirky
videos starring the pair have
become hugely popular, with
millions of views on Facebook.
Thanks to their zany antics
and deadpan delivery, the odd
couple have turned into unlikely
celebrities, with a devoted social
media following as far afield as
Malaysia, Hong Kong and the
Philippines.
Junapark Gunpo, who plays
the character Hoy Salah (so
named for his marked
resemblance to the Egyptian
soccer player Mohamed Salah),
has been a particular hit. A sidekick of sorts to Lamsong, played
by Patipran Jankaew, he’s the
frequent butt of gags, which he
endures with his character’s
trademark indifference.
“The other day we were at
Siam Paragon [a luxury mall in
central Bangkok] … and a group
of Malaysian tourists instantly
recognised Hoy Salah. They wanted to take selfies with him,” says
Athiwat Pongpanich, a content
editor for Wongnai.com who
scripts, shoots and edits the pair’s

People ignored the
musicians and television
actors … They jostled to
take pictures with us
JUNAPARK GUNPO, AKA HOY SALAH (ABOVE)

Athiwat Pongpanich, a content editor for
Wongnai.com, writes, shoots and edits the videos
starring the duo.

videos. At a recent concert in
Bangkok, the two similarly became the centre of attention.
“People ignored the musicians
and television actors who were
there,” Junapark recalls. “They
jostled to take pictures with us.”
Not bad for a couple of guys
who until a few months ago were
unknown and had zero acting
experience. “It started as a lark,”
says Athiwat.
One day last December,
Athiwat was scheduled to shoot a
promotional video, but the client
cancelled at the last minute.
Bored in the office, he decided to
head to the rural outskirts of
Bangkok and shoot a lighthearted
video about how to grill chicken in
the traditional Thai style – a
spiced, whole bird is placed on the
ground under an overturned
metal can, which is then heated by
burning piles of hay.
He invited Junapark and
Patipran, then working as freelance food photographers, to tag
along. Having dark complexions
and being down-to-earth, he
thought they’d be good stand-ins
for rural folk. The personalities of
their characters were made up on
the fly during the off-the-cuff
shoot on a willing farmer’s plot of
land.
“I’m a shy guy,” says Junapark,
30. “I don’t like speaking on
camera so I let him speak,” he
explains, pointing to Patipran,
who is 25.
“Patipran speaks in a funny
sort of way in real life,” Athiwat
says. “Basically he’s a bit like
himself when he’s Lamsong.”
By chance, Patipran and
Junapark have replicated the
winning formula of the American
illusionist duo Penn and Teller –
one is a tall chap with the gift of the
gab, while the other is his wee
partner who forever keeps mum.
They’ve never heard of the
Americans, though.
The result of the three young
Thais’ afternoon in the countryside was a zany, three-minute
video which introduced the
dynamic duo to the world when it
went viral on social media.
“We hit on a popular format by
accident,” says Athiwat, who has
taken some of the visual quirks in
Lamsong and Hoy Salah’s videos
from Japanese manga comics.
Some of the inspiration for the
characters’ cartoonish buffoonery has likewise come from
comics.
A few months on, they’ve
made 11 videos, which are posted
first on the Wongnai.com Facebook page, then on YouTube.
They shot the latest video at
lunchtime in Panda King, a restaurant specialising in Sichuan
dishes in central Bangkok.
“I’m one of their greatest fans,”
enthuses Wittawit Fujitnirun, 27,

Panda King’s Chinese-Thai
owner, who opened the restaurant three years ago and has since
turned it into a franchise with four
other branches and another two
in the works.
“I’ve watched all their videos
many times,” Wittawit adds.
“They’re unique and fun.”
Lamsong and Hoy Salah are
here to return the compliment.
Panda King has received a
Readers’ Choice Award on
Wongnai.com, so the site’s two
stars will now be giving the
restaurant their own seal of
approval.
Patipran dons a silk tunic with
a Chinese coolie’s black cap and a
fake ponytail, while Junapark
dresses like a Chinese rice farmer,
complete with a broad-brimmed
conical bamboo hat. Athiwat
starts recording on his mid-range
Sony DSLR.
Patipran and Junapark pretend to arrive on a saleng, a motorcycle with a rickety sidecar used to
transport bulky goods. They improvise the segment after spotting
the contraption on the street, and
borrowing it from its owner, a
scrap metal collector.

love pizza. My favourite is with prosciutto, buffalo mozzarella,
tomato sauce and fresh rocket. But I am not too picky and enjoy
almost any toppings – even pineapple and ham.
For some purists and gastro snobs, Hawaiian pizza is a crime
against nature. It’s a food felony like wine in a box, dragon sushi roll
with cream cheese and a well-done porterhouse steak with ketchup.
But pineapple and ham is a classic pairing that works very well.
Glazed ham is often cooked or served with the tropical fruit. The
world’s favourite Chinese dish, sweet and sour pork, marries the
ingredients beautifully. It’s only when used as pizza topping that they
are viewed as a vile combination. Why? Tradition.
The original Neapolitan pizza is tomato sauce and mozzarella, with
wheat flour and yeast in the dough, and maybe a little extra virgin olive
oil. At the turn of the last century, Italian-Americans started throwing
pepperoni and other unconventional things on their pizza. Now, in
America at least, pepperoni is almost a prerequisite. In fact, almost
anything goes as a pizza topping these days, including Chinese duck
and hoisin sauce, foie gras, and seafood. But pineapple and ham seems
to offend traditionalists the most.
The problem is in the term
pizza, which Italians have
essentially trademarked as a
brand. The easiest way to describe
any variety of ingredients baked
on flattened dough is to call it a
pizza. But the guardians have
issued commandments on what it
can and cannot be.
Flat bread is one of the world’s
most common foods. It’s been
around for millennia. Ancient
Greeks and Phoenicians sprinkled
onion, herbs and cheese on pitalike breads. Some people believe the Romans got the pizza idea from
putting oil and cheese on Jewish matzo. The ingredient that turned flat
bread into pizza is tomato sauce. When food purists rant about pizza’s
Italian origin, I snicker because tomatoes came from South America.
Food, like any aspect of culture, doesn’t develop in a vacuum. It
evolves as people trade and share, mix and mingle. If the Spanish
hadn’t introduced tomatoes to the Old World and Marco Polo hadn’t
brought back pasta, Italians might only have garlic and cheese to eat.
And garlic originated in Persia.
So who decides what recipes need to be respected and adhered to
and what dishes can be messed with and changed?
I think it’s nice that Neapolitan pizza was registered with the EU as a
Traditional Speciality Guaranteed dish in 2009. On the other hand, as a
Chinese person, I think it’s a good thing our chefs now make fake shark
fin soup. In short, I don’t mind a world of culinary diversity. It’s fine
that Chinese cuisine now includes chop suey and fortune cookies. I
embrace kimchi tacos, ramen burgers, and pineapple and ham pizza. I
won’t even object if some British chefs prefer crispy rendang chicken.

Some people
believe Romans
got the pizza idea
from putting oil
and cheese on
Jewish matzo

Hawaiian pizzas seem to offend purists the most. Photo: Alamy
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Quality of dishes makes
up for frilly pink interior
Susan Jung
susan.jung@scmp.com

We won’t stop until
Gordon Ramsay … asks us
to review one of his
restaurants
JUNAPARK GUNPO

The duo then make their way
into Panda King’s cramped,
muggy kitchen. They look on impassively as Panda King’s cooks
carry on stir-frying noodles and
producing copious amounts of its
signature “Huangdi fries”, which
are made from aubergine and
named after a mythical Chinese
emperor.
That done, they return to the
restaurant to deliver their verdicts
on the fries. Patipran fumbles his
lines repeatedly. “Oy!” he says unhappily every time he does so.
“Sometimes we have to do 20
takes because he laughs or mangles the words,” Athiwat observes.
Then it’s Hoy Salah’s turn to
endorse the aubergine dish in his
own quirky way: he takes a bite,
slaps the table hard, and throws
his head back. In so doing, he
scares the unsuspecting diners at
nearby tables. “This happens
every time,” he says, laughing.
It’s a wrap.
In a couple of weeks Lamsong
and Hoy Salah will be visiting another restaurant – much to the delight, no doubt, of their legions of
fans. “We won’t stop,” Junapark
pledges, “until Gordon Ramsay
takes notice of us and asks us to
review one of his restaurants.”

As my guests and I were led past
the main dining area of Madame
Fu at Tai Kwun in Central, and
ushered into a frilly pink room, we
strongly suspected that this was
where they put all female groups.
There were several ladies celebrating one of their birthdays, and
later on, another all-female group
arrived. Unfortunately for me and
my guests, pink isn’t our colour,
although the first group of diners
seemed to be enthralled by the
room and could not stop taking
selfies. Fortunately, we had the
food to distract us.
We chose three appetisers,
two mains, one vegetable and one
starch, which was enough food for
three. We disliked only one dish,
although we thought many of the
dishes could have been served
hotter – most of it was just tepid.
Tiger skin green peppers with
spicy dressing (HK$80) were very
nice, with a firm bite and a light
smokiness. A couple of them had
quite a bit of heat, the others were
mild.
Crispy pork belly (HK$120)
was just fantastic, with delicate,
crisp skin, a sufficient amount of
fat and tender meat. The so-called
home-made mustard served with
it tasted like powdered Colman’s
mixed with water.
Jellyfish salad with vintage
vinegar, served with (so the menu
said) sesame oil, coriander and
red chilli (HK$95) was the only
dish we disliked. The jellyfish was
too soft, there was no coriander in
sight, only a few bits of very mild
chilli, and it was far too acidic from
the vinegar.

Steamed grouper fillets with
glass noodles and fresh chilli
(HK$380) were delicious. The fish
was perfect, and the glass noodles
underneath absorbed the sauce,
which had a touch of chilli heat
and the distinctive flavour of
Sichuan peppercorn.
Even better was the lamb rack
with minced pork and chilli sauce
(HK$370). The bone-in lamb was
moist and tender, and the pork
and chilli sauce was intense. The
richness of the meat went well
with bittersweet flavours of wokfried Chinese kale with ginger
sauce (HK$90).

Crispy pork belly with home-made
mustard. Photo: Xiaomei Chen
Wok-fried rice noodles with
sliced Angus beef (HK$158) was a
good version of this classic dish,
with tender meat and just enough
sauce coating the noodles.
For dessert, osmanthus tea
jelly (HK$45), which came in the
shape of a carp, was not too rubbery. A sphere of matcha mousse
embedded with a square of yuzu
jelly (HK$75) was pretty and light.
Madame Fu – Grand Cafe Chinois, 3/F
Barrack Block, Tai Kwun, 10
Hollywood Road, Central, tel: 2114
2118. About HK$470 per person
without drinks or the service charge.

